The tomb-monument of Sir Thomas Chaloner (1561-1615)
This introduction to the splendid monument to Sir Thomas Chaloner and his wife, in the St Nicholas
Church Lady Chapel, is based on a lecture delivered on 17 February 2011 to the Friends of St
Nicholas Church and their guests, amongst whom was Mark Chaloner, a descendant of Sir Thomas.
The talk was given by Dr Nigel Llewellyn, then Head of the Research Department at Tate Britain,
and author of the definitive study Funeral Monuments in post-Reformation England (Cambridge
University Press, 2000).

1. Tomb-monument to Sir Thomas Chaloner and his second wife Judith, daughter of William Blunt Esq.

The Chaloner monument (1) was erected around 1615: Sir Thomas died in November that year, but
work on the tomb might have started shortly after the death of his second wife four and a half months
earlier. The monument was originally erected in the old St Nicholas Church, built in the early 15th
century; and it has been dismantled and reconstructed several times since. Before the church
architect John Loughborough Pearson reassembled it in the Lady Chapel, it was mounted on the
south wall of the chancel. It is one of the finest Jacobean funerary monuments in West London, and
was beautifully cleaned and conserved some twenty years ago.
Funerary monuments of this date were normally carved in stone, and were erected within church
buildings, not in the churchyard outside. The individuals commemorated commonly kneel at a
prayer-desk set within an architectural structure of greater or lesser pretension. Further information
about them and their lives is provided by heraldic coats-of-arms, by supporting allegorical figures,
and by an inscription that may give details of important events or activities in the life of the deceased

and of his family. Erecting a tomb monument was often a substantial financial investment, especially
if it was large, furnished with a good many figures, and built of costly materials. There was a wide
range of design possibilities in the memorial market. The least expensive tombs may be simple stone
panels with engraved text and figures; some had no figures at all, consisting only of text and
heraldry. At the top end of the market monuments could be grand, free-standing architectural
structures of expensive marble and gilding, with life-size figures, sometimes in costly bronze, and
much allegorical imagery. Of some 3,500 monuments that survive from the period 1530-1660, about
1,000 relatively modest wall-tombs are comparable with the Chaloner monument. This was a
fashionable type of tomb, of which the Chaloner monument is an accomplished example.
In this period, death was not regarded as a momentary change of state but rather as one stage in a
drawn-out, elaborate, ritualised process. Constructing a tomb monument was a significant episode in
this process. Some Jacobean monuments show the individual’s naked cadaver below a portrait of
him in life – full-length or bust only. This contrast expresses the distinction between the natural and
the commemorative body, the individual both in life and in death. At death the social, natural body
disappears; the deceased survives only in the memory, and the tomb-monument serves to sustain this
memory. In other tombs, such as our Chaloner monument, the deceased was shown as in life, but
equipped with references to death in the form of a skull, a standard memento mori symbol, or
perhaps bearded Time holding his hour-glass. Allegorical figures were used to exemplify the
individual by alluding to his achievements in life, his virtues or his talents.
For a tomb-monument to reflect the wealth or prowess of the individual commemorated, good
quality stone was needed. Workable stone is however not available everywhere: South Downs chalk,
for example, cannot be used for carving. Limestone, existing plentifully in a long belt of England
from Dorset to North Yorkshire, is tough and resilient, ideal for carving figures or intricate
architectural ornament. Also popular, and freely available in the East Midlands, was alabaster,
although by the time the Chaloner monument was carved the quarries that provided the purest
alabaster were exhausted, and the stone is often blemished. Alabaster is soft to carve when newly
quarried, but gradually hardens to become more resilient; and it can also be painted and gilded with
ease.
At the end of the sixteenth century there was a considerable growth in the number of commemorative
tomb-monuments erected in England. They became increasingly popular within a broader range of
social groups and types. Not merely the aristocracy, but also now lesser clergy, lawyers, professors
and statesmen were commemorated in an expanding range of tomb types. Sir Thomas Chaloner held
positions of considerable importance at court: not least, he was chamberlain and tutor to the heir
apparent, Henry Prince of Wales, the elder son of King James I. During the reign of Elizabeth I his
father, Thomas Chaloner the elder, had been prominent as a soldier, a statesman and a scholar. Our
Thomas Chaloner seems to have inherited his father’s intellectual and scholarly abilities. Educated at
St Paul’s School, Magdalen College, Oxford, and Gray’s Inn, Chaloner was known for his
intellectual prowess in natural sciences, logical thought and philosophical enquiry. He was knighted
in 1591 by King Henri IV of France while commanding an English army in France, and was elected
MP for St Mawes in 1586 and for Lostwithiel in 1604. He also wrote an important treatise on nitre,
potassium nitrate, or salt-petre, an essential element of gunpowder; and a contemporary commentator
compared him equally with Sir Philip Sidney as a writer of pastoral poetry. Chaloner’s greatest claim
to fame was, however, his vital role in alum production. He had estates in Guisborough in Yorkshire,
and presumably in Chiswick, where he and his second wife were commemorated, although no
archival evidence for this has yet come to light. When in Italy in the late 1590s, Chaloner had visited
the Pope’s alum mines at Puteoli. Back home on his Guisborough estate, his skilled and practiced
eye for natural history led him to notice areas of vegetation that closely resembled the plant-life at
Puteoli. This led to his discovery of alum also on his land. Essential in the processes of dyeing cloth

and curing leather, alum was costly and hard to come by. Sir Thomas extracted and marketed it, and
as a result England was no longer dependent on imports from Italy or Spain. Alum also made
Chaloner a rich man.

2. The Chaloner monument, detail: Sir Thomas and Lady Chaloner at prayer

It had become fashionable for a professional Jacobean man like Chaloner to erect a tomb-monument
through which statements could be made about his social position, wealth and life-time
achievements. He and his second wife kneel before their prie-dieu on which rests a skull (2). She is
in prayer, while he reads his prayer-book – a sign of his devout Protestantism. They are revealed to
us by two theatrically active soldiers (3) who, asymmetrically posed, hold apart curtains that hang
from a baldaquin-like form above.

3. The Chaloner monument, detail: the principal figures

The introduction of these two richly-clothed, swaggering military figures will have added
considerably to the cost to the monument: their inclusion was perhaps intended as a reference to
Chaloner’s wealth. The architectural structure that contains these figures consists of an entablature
that juts forward over a curved frieze, which is ornamented with playful classicising triglyphs. The
curtains are of unpainted alabaster: that on the right in particular shows characteristic rust-coloured
blemishes in the stone. Now drawn aside to reveal Sir John and his wife in life, but soon to be closed
across the figures, the curtains suggest successive phases in the drama of death: this motif became
popular in England from around 1610.

4. The Chaloner monument,detail: Fame, and the Chaloner arms

Standing atop a pyramid at the crest of the monument stands the figure of Fame, holding her trumpet.
There may originally have been two further allegorical figures – Truth, perhaps, or cardinal virtues
like Fortitude and Justice – placed on the ends of the entablature. Fame obviously alludes to
Chaloner’s social and political position and reputation. The large, ostentatiously gilded cherubs’
heads at the foot of the tomb (5) allude to Chaloner’s coat-of-arms which appears below Fame at the
top of the monument: the upper dexter quarter of this has a chevron and three cherubim. In parallel
with the surge in monument building at around the turn of the century, there was also a rapid
increase in grants of coats-of-arms to members of the professional and merchant classes – men like
Sir Thomas.

5. The Chaloner monument,detail: the inscription tablet, between two cherubim

Between the cherubs (5) is set a tablet bearing a lengthy inscription. Jacobean monuments often
show a row of the deceased couple’s children in this position, boys to the left (the dexter side) below
the commemorated man, girls to the right below their mother. Thomas Chaloner had two wives,
Elizabeth, daughter of William Fleetwood (Sergeant-at-Law to Queen Elizabeth I and Recorder of
London), who died in 1603, and Judith, daughter of William Blunt. Between them they bore him a
total of fifteen children, of whom eleven were still alive in 1615 – too many, perhaps, to be fitted into
the space where the inscription tablet is placed.
A considerable amount of the inscription is therefore taken up with a list of the names of Chaloner’s
children, but salient details about his knighthood and his appointments under James I, which
established his position in Jacobean England, are also recorded:
Here lieth the bodey of Sir Thomas Chaloner, who was Knighted
In the warres of France by King Henry the Fourthe, ad 1591, and
After governor in the minority, and chamberlayne to the late prince
Of famous memory, Henry Prince of Wales, Duke of Cornval,
And Earle of Chester. He married to his first wife Elizabeth,
Daughter to William Fleetwood, Serjeant at Lawe, to Q. Eliz.
And Recorder of London, by whom he had yssue, Thomas, decea.;
William; Aerthur, decea.; James, Elizabeth, decea.; Mary,wiffe
To Sir Edward Fisher, Knight; Elizabeth, and Dorothy, and
Died the 22d of June ao 1603, aged 35 yeares: and to his
Second wife he married Jude, the daughter of Will. Blunt,
Of London, Esquier, by whom he had also yssue, Henry, Charles,
Frederick and Arthure; Anne, Katharine, and Francis,
And she decea. the 30th day of June, ao 1615, aged 36 yeares.
And the aforesayd Sir Tho. Chaloner, died ye 18th day
Of November, 1615, beinge of ye age of 51 yeares.
Analysis of this fine example of Jacobean commemorative sculpture provides a great deal of
information about Sir Thomas Chaloner and his career, and about his significant place within
Jacobean society. It indicates how the monument that St Nicholas Church is fortunate enough to
harbour can be positioned within the pattern of early seventeenth-century commemoration of life and
death. And it helps the viewer to come to a fuller understanding of how to ‘read’ such a monument
for evidence of the deceased’s wealth, social pretensions and claims to fame, and to recognise what
messages and meanings the monument was intended to convey to its earliest beholders.
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